
A SMARTER HOME 
WITH KOHLER®

Innovative products for  
an integrated home.

More homeowners, renters, and guests alike are 
experiencing firsthand the convenience, comfort,  
and cleanliness a smart, connected home provides.  
In fact, 75% of homeowners enjoy the technology in 
their home and are open to more. (2022 Kantar and 
Kohler proprietary study of 800+ U.S. consumers.)

Surprisingly, network integrators are often left out of 
the design process. According to NKBA’s 2022 Design 
Trends report, only 30% of kitchen projects and 21% of 
bath projects included integrated technology. There’s 
opportunity in the gap between what homeowners want 
and what they’re getting for any designer who works 
together with a residential integrator.

The cyberManor New Home Technology Experience 
Center is a perfect example of what a truly integrated 
home can be. The cyberManor New Home Technology 
Experience Center is a smart home built by Gordon van 
Zuiden, a network integrator and founder of cyberManor, 
Inc. The objective of the project was to turn a home into 
a showroom where partners, clients, and customers can 
familiarize themselves with the latest technology and 
integrated solutions available in the home. KOHLER® 
smart home products were integral in helping to bring 
this project to life in the kitchen and bathroom spaces.

The kitchen and bathroom are the next frontiers in 
smart home design and connectivity, and Kohler offers 
a range of opportunities for network integrators to bring 
technology to the kitchen and bath space. The KOHLER 
smart home products used in cyberManor include 
the DTV+™ digital shower system, Veil® smart toilet, a 
touchless kitchen faucet, and the Verdera® smart mirror.

Smart Shower
DTV+ digital showering system with KOHLER Konnect® lets your 
client control steam, water, light, and music with just their voice. 
They’ll enjoy an immersive showering experience like nothing else. 

Smart Toilet
The KOHLER Veil smart toilet features bidet cleansing, a heated 
seat, self-cleaning wand, and remote activation for a personalized 
experience of comfort and cleanliness for your clients. Veil toilets 
have become one of the most popular features for the Airbnb  
guests at cyberManor.

Smart Kitchen Faucet
KOHLER hands-free kitchen faucets provide touchless operation, 
voice-activated measured pouring, and customizable commands 
for your clients. A range of smart kitchen faucets add efficiency, 
convenience, and style to any kitchen.  

Smart Mirror
With hands-free lighting adjustment integrated Amazon Alexa, 
the KOHLER Verdera voice-activated mirror will help your clients 
orchestrate the perfect daily routine.

The top two features of the smart home that our  
guests most enjoyed were the KOHLER Veil toilet's heated 

seats and the DTV+ hydrotherapy shower experience.
—Gordon van Zuiden, Founder of cyberManor, Inc.



KOHLER Smart Home Apps

Smart Home Support

KOHLER Konnect®

At the heart of our smart home kitchen and bath portfolio 
is the KOHLER Konnect app, allowing users to easily 
personalize all of their KOHLER smart home products.

OnCue® Plus
KOHLER home power clients enjoy full visibility and control 
over their standby generator through the OnCue Plus 
generator management system app. 

KOHLER® Smart Home Portfolio Categories 

Toilets and bidet seats Water-monitoring

Kitchen faucets Mirrors and medicine cabinets

Showering Water purification

Bathing Home power

We pride ourself on providing network integrators with the information and support they need.

Trade Hotline
Representatives are available 
Monday–Friday, 8am–5pm CT  
to answer your questions.  
Call 920.803.3927.

In Person
Visit your area KOHLER Signature Store or 
KOHLER Experience Center to explore our 
range of styles and technologies firsthand—and 
bring your clients to explore their personal style 
and technology preferences. Find your nearest 
location using our store locator at KOHLER.com.

YouTube
Access a range of installation  
and troubleshooting videos on  
our YouTube channel. Visit  
Youtube.com/KohlerUSA.


